
Torture Report

This is a report of a one man’s torture of a rabbit, White Rabbit... 
So far White Rabbit was tortured only with a hot air gun, 

here comes time for some heavy armor.

Maciej Lipinski
16-17 July 2012
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Report summary

• A small White Rabbit system with two WR SPEC nodes connected to two WR switches was 
built. All WR components were independently exposed to temperatures ranging between 0 and 
50 degrees Celsius to measure the actual synchronization performance.

• The tests show that the variation of WR-timebase of each of the White Rabbit nodes connected 
to the different switches, under a constant temperature of 20 degrees Celsius stay well within 
the original design goal of 1000 ps. The measured synchronization performance results are as 
follows:
◦ precision  < 20 [ps] (standard deviation of skew)
◦ worst case deviation  < 210 [ps] (MTIE of skew)

• The tests show that the variation of WR-timebase of each of the White Rabbit nodes connected 
to the different switches, under a varying temperature between 0 and 50 degrees Celsius stay 
well within the original design goal of 1000 ps. The measured synchronization performance 
results are as follows:
◦ accuracy deterioration < 100 [ps] (change of mean skew) 
◦ precision  < 90 [ps] (standard deviation of skew)
◦ worst case deviation  < 470 [ps] (MTIE of skew)

• The temperature variation between 0 and 50 degrees Celsius added (compared to running at a 
constant temperature) :
◦ 100 [ps] to the accuracy
◦ 70 [ps] to the precision
◦ 260 [ps] to the worst case deviation (MTIE)

• The tests results indicate that with a simple linear temperature compensation on the nodes and 
the  switch,  the  deterioration  of  synchronization  performance  in  the  varying  temperature 
conditions  can  be  greatly  reduced.  Based  on  the  performed  data  analysis  and  simulation, 
estimated values of such improved results were obtained (Table 5,  page 16). The improved 
results indicate that the temperature variation between 0 and 50 degrees Celsius would add to 
the system with hardware temperature compensation: 
◦    ~ 0 [ps] to the accuracy
◦ <  10 [ps] to the precision
◦ < 100 [ps] to the worst case deviation 

• The performed measurements included a single layer of switches. For larger systems where 
additional layers of switches are needed the performance is expected to deteriorate with each 
layer :
◦ for reasonably stable temperature of WR devices (+-2.5 degrees Celsius): 

▪ < 175 [ps] accuracy deterioration for each layer (see [4]),  
▪ 1 [ps] precision deterioration for each layer (see [4]), 
▪ 250 [ps] MTIE deterioration for each layer (see [4])

◦ for varying temperature (an estimate, thorough measurements are needed and the results 
will most probably be much better): 
▪ accuracy deterioration for each layer is not possible to estimate from the available data
▪   50 [ps] precision deterioration for each layer 
▪ 500 [ps] MTIE deterioration for each layer 
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 1 Introduction

White Rabbit (WR) is designed to compensate changes of the temperature of the physical medium 
(e.g. fiber). It has been tested and proven that such a compensation works [4].  However, since WR was 
presented  to  ITU-T  in  March  2012,  the  influence  of  WR  devices'  temperature  variation  on  the 
synchronization performance of the system has been debated. The preparation of an article [1] which 
describes the performance of the first deployment of WR-base system in the CERN Neutrino to Gran 
Sasso (CNGS) time transfer, was a very good excuse to perform environmental tests of White Rabbit. 
In  the  tests,  a  setup  mirroring  (as  much as  possible)  the  system installed  in  Gran Sasso  National  
Laboratory (LNGS) was used. 

Disclaimer

1. I performed the temperature tests to use the results in the article [1]. The idea of preparing a 
simple report was conceived during the tests – I had a lot of data and it was pretty useful to  
organize it  in an orderly way. Since the data seemed pretty  interesting,  finally  the idea of 
having a more thorough report came up. Therefore ...

2. This report was created to describe the collected data, the data was not collected to prepare this 
report. Therefore ...

3. This report is not perfect and there is information which might have been recorded/collected to 
have even more useful insight into the system performance, but it was not collected because it 
was not needed for the article. 

4. The measurements/tests performed are not “industrial” and shall not be treated as definitive 
and final WR's system performance numbers. The results presented are more “scientific” and 
shall be treated as “indicative”, preliminary and a good guidance for the preparation of proper 
industrial tests. 

5. It should be pointed out at the beginning that a fiber of 11km was used throughout the tests – 
this  is  a  mistake.  The SFPs  which  were  used  are  defined to  drive  fibers  of  up  to  10km. 
Although the system worked correctly with such a long fiber, the influence of the mistake on 
the results is difficult to asses. 
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 2 Basic information
 2.1 System Under Test (SUT)

A setup, similar to the system used in Gran Sasso and at CERN for the CNGS time transfer, was  
constructed. This setup is depicted in  Figure 1. Table 1 lists the  elements included in the setup. A 
switch acting as a free running grandmaster was connected through 11km of fiber to another switch 
acting as a boundary clock (slave  switch). One SPEC (called  local) was connected through 10m of 
fiber to the grandmaster switch. Another SPEC (called  loopback) was connected to the  slave switch 
through 5km of fiber.

Figure 1. System under test

Name Type/number Quantity Producer Description

1 WR Switch 7S-WR-SCB3.1-005 1 SevenSol Grandmaster

2 WR Switch 7S-WR-SCB3.1-4 1 SevenSol Slave

3 SPEC card CTI-WR-SPEC, 1203016 1 Creotech Local

4 SPEC card CTI-WR-SPEC, 1203007 1 Creotech Loopback

5 SFP AXGE-3454-0531 3 AXCEN 10km, 0~70°C, 
details in [3]

6 SFP AXGE-1254-0531 3 AXCEN 10km, 0~70°C, 
details in [3]

7 Fiber 9/125 G.652.B 34/05 1 DRAKA COMTEQ 10 meters

8 Fiber G.652.B 1 DRAKA COMTEQ 5 049 meters

9 Fiber G.652.B 1 DRAKA COMTEQ ~10 000 meters

10 Fiber G.652.B 1 DRAKA COMTEQ 11 029 meters

Table 1. Elements of System Under Test
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 2.2 Test setup and measured parameters

The tests and measurements were performed using the elements listed in Table 2. Different elements of 
the system under test were placed in the CTS Climatic Chamber  (Type T-40/500) while the rest of the 
setup was placed in a reasonable stable conditions of the laboratory (ambient temperature of 26+/-2 
degrees Celsius).  

Name Type Qty Producer Description

1 Oscilloscope WavePro 7300A 1 LeCroy measures system performance (skew)

2 Climatic 
Chamber 

T-40/500 1 CTS changes temperature of  different  elements 
of the system

3 PC 1 HP logs   WRPTP parameters  and  temperature 
via  vuart  from both  SPECs  (logged  every 
second)

4 Thermometer 
logger

Ambiant 1 SEFRAM logs temperature inside chamber every 20 
seconds

Table 2. Test and measurement setup

The measurement setup is  depicted in  Figure 2.  The skews between the clock of the  grandmaster 
switch (black) and that of the slave switch (green), the local SPEC (blue) and the loopback SPEC (red) 
were measured using LeCroy WavePro 7300A oscilloscope. 

Figure 2. Measurement system/setup
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The  oscilloscope  was  connected  to  the  front  panel  clock  outputs  of  the  switches.  On the  SPECs, 
additional cable was soldered in order to connect the oscilloscope directly to the phase-compensated 
clock. The oscilloscope was set to log a trend of each skew:

• grandmaster switch → slave switch
• grandmaster switch → local SPEC 
• grandmaster switch → loopback SPEC 

Monitoring  the  skew of  the  recovered  clocks  (unlike  e.g.  timestamping  PPS  reference  --  used  to 
evaluate performance of WR in CNGS [1]) allows to evaluate the performance of the WR-timebase 
without additional jitter or inaccuracy introduced by a system using the WR-timebase  (e.g. TDC on the 
Fine Delay, ...). 
The setup does not allow to measure directly the accuracy of SPEC's synchronization but only 
the precision (jitter) and fluctuation of accuracy (wander). In other words, the measured skews do 
not represent directly the offset between the WR-timebases of grandmaster switch and  local/loopback 
SPECs. The measured skews represent these offsets biased by constant (and unknown) values. This is 
mainly due to different lengths of cables (cut and soldered by hand) connecting SPEC cards with the 
oscilloscope.  The setup allows to measure accuracy of  synchronization between the slave and 
grandmaster switch (where cables of known length/delay were used).
Additionally to measuring the skew, the following parameters of the system were monitored/logged and 
used in the analysis:

• Temperature in the climatic chamber (thermometer logger)
• Temperature on each SPEC (logging vuart output of WRPTP daemon on PC using minUSB)
• Cable round trip time (delaycrtt, logging vuart output of WRPTP daemon on PC using 

minUSB)
The cable round trip (see  [2] for details, pages: 8-9) is obtained using values of the four timestamps: 

delayMM = (t4 − t1 ) − (t3 − t2)                                                  (1) 
and subtracting the values (measured by WRPTP) of hardware delays (introduced by tx/rx elements) 
∆{txm ,rxs ,txs ,rxm } between the timestamping point in FPGA and the SFP optical in/out.:

delaycrtt = delayMM − (∆txm + ∆rxs + ∆txs + ∆rxm )                                     (2)
This value (delaycrtt ) represents the best estimate of the delay introduced by the physical link (i.e. fiber) 
and constitutes bases for the calculations of the one-way delay by taking into account relative delay 
coefficient (α ): 

δms = [(1+α )/(2+α )]*delaycrtt                                                                                              (3) 

 2.3 Temperature profiles of tests
Two temperature arrangements were used for the tests (separately and together). 

 2.3.1 Profile 1 (prof_1)
A stable temperature of 20 degrees Celsius throughout the entire cycle.

 2.3.2 Profile 2 (prof_2)
A temperature  cycle  which  consisted  of  ramping the  temperature  from 20 degrees  to  50 degrees, 
stabilizing at 50 degrees, ramping down to 0 degrees, stabilizing at 0 degrees and ramping up back to 
20 degrees. 
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 2.4 Data analysis
 2.4.1 Theoretical introduction of metrics used

The output of the  grandmaster switch (black in  Figure 2) is considered a reference clock to which 
clocks of other components of the SUT are compared.  The skew (the difference between the reference 
clock and each clock being monitored) is measured periodically.  The values of the measured skew 
(i.e. statistics, max/min values) are used to evaluate synchronization precision and accuracy changes. 

 2.4.1.1 Accuracy and precision

The accuracy and precision are depicted in Figure 3 and described nicely in [6]. The mean value of the 
measured skew is interpreted as the accuracy and the standard deviation (variation from the mean 
value) of the skew is interpreted as the precision. 

Figure 3. Accuracy vs. precision (from [6])

Standard deviation  shows how much variation (jitter) exists from the average (mean) value. A low 
standard deviation indicates that  the data  points  tend to  be very close to  the mean,  whereas  high 
standard deviation indicates that the data points are spread out over a large range of values. In the data 
analysis, the sdev of σ indicates that 64.2 % of data samples fall into the range:

[mean – σ ; mean + σ]
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 2.4.1.2 Maximum Time Interval Error (MTIE)

The skew, in the literature, is also called Time Error (TE). The difference between consecutive skew 
(TE) measurements separated (in time) by some interval (e.g. sampling time), is called Time Interval 
Error. Therefore, a periodically measured skew can be interpreted as TIE. The the explanation of TIE 
and Maximum TIE (MTIE) below is “borrowed” from [5].

TIE (Time Interval Error)
TIE is defined as the phase difference between the signal being measured and the reference clock, 
typically  measured  in  ns.  TIE  is  conventionally  set  to  zero  at  the  start  of  the  total  measurement 
period T. Therefore TIE gives the phase change since the measurement began. An example is given in 
Figure 4. The increasing trend shown is due to a frequency offset of about 1 ns per 10 s, or 10–10 in  
this case.

Figure 4. Example of TIE wander measurement

MTIE (Maximum Time Interval Error)
MTIE is a measure of wander that characterizes frequency offsets and phase transients. It is a function 
of a parameter tau called the Observation Interval. The definition (Figure 5) is:
MTIE(tau) is the largest Peak-to-Peak TIE (i.e.wander) in any observation interval of length tau.

Figure 5. Functional definition of MTIE

In order to calculate MTIE at a certain observation interval tau from the measurement of TIE, a time 
window of length tau is moved across the entire duration of TIE data, storing the peak value. The peak 
value is the MTIE(tau) at that particular tau. This process is repeated for each value of tau desired. 
For example, Figure 4 shows a window of length tau=20 sec at a particular position. The Peak-to-Peak 
TIE for that window is 4 ns. Figure 6 shows the complete plot of MTIE(tau) corresponding to the plot 
of TIE in Figure 4. The rapid 8 ns transient at t = 30 s is reflected in the value MTIE(tau) = 8 ns for 
very small  tau. It should be noted that the MTIE plot is monotonically increasing with observation 
interval and that the largest transient masks events of lesser amplitude.
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Figure 6. Example of MTIE wander measurement (corresponding to Figure 4)
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 3 Results summary 

This  chapter  includes  the  most  important  measurements  (i.e.  temperature  profile,  MTIE  and 
histograms) from all the tests. Detailed description and more measurements for each test are included 
in the Appendix 1.  Table 3 presents the measurement setup for each test indicating which elements of 
the system under tests where located inside the climatic chamber (gray area).

TEST 1, TEST 5, TEST 6 TEST 2

TEST 3 TEST 4

Table 3. Measurement setups for each test

Figures 7 (next page) presents the temperature profile for each test. Each plot of this figure depicts four 
monitored temperatures: 
◦ dashed back line – the temperature which was programed – this temperature should be set by the 

climatic chamber
◦ black line – the actual temperature in the chamber which was measured with a thermometer
◦ blue line – temperature measured by the Local  SPEC which reflects temperature of the SPEC
◦ red line – temperature measured by the Loopback SPEC which reflects temperature of the SPEC
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Figure 7. Temperature profiles of the tests.
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Figure  9 (next  page)  presents  Maximum  Time  Interval  Errors  (MTIE)  for  all  tested  devices 
(local/loopback SPECs and Slave Switch) in each test. The MTIE is calculated from the skew values 
(with  mean,  for  each  SPEC  and  the  Slave  switch)  over  octave  windows  of  N tau =  2k

 samples 
(k=1,2,3,...,21) and a window of the entire set of  samples. 
◦ blue solid line – MTIE for local SPECs of SUT (blue dashed line for the reference system)
◦ red solid line – MTIE for loopback SPECs of SUT (red dashed line for the reference system)
◦ green solid line – MTIE slave switch of SUT (green dashed line for the reference system)

Figure  10  (in  two  pages)  presents  histograms  of  skew  distributions  for  all  the  tested  devices 
(local/loopback SPECs and Slave Switch) in each test:
◦ blue histogram – local SPEC skew distribution for SUT (black for reference system)
◦ red histogram – loopback SPEC skew distribution for SUT (black for reference system)
◦ green histogram -  slave switch skew distribution for SUT (black for reference system)

The plots in th first raw of Figures 9 and 10 (TEST 1) are different for the plots in the other raws. The 
results  of  TEST 1 are taken as a reference to compare with all the other test  results. Therefore, in 
Figures 9 and 10, for all the tests but TEST 1, the results of a given test and TEST 1 (as the reference 
system) are shown. While, for TEST 1, only the results of TEST 1 are shown. 
The mean value of the skew calculated for TEST 1  is removed from the values of the skew presented in 
the histograms of Figure 10. This enables to see the changes of the accuracy (mean value) between the 
reference system (with constant temperature) and  the system under test. The value of the difference 
between means (that of the reference system and that of the SUT) is provided in the figure – it marks 
the change of the accuracy.  Unfortunately,  it  is  not possible to  tell  whether the change causes the 
accuracy deterioration or improvement – only the absolute difference between means (accuracies) is 
known. Figure 8. shows the reason: the change could be in the direction of the reference or in the other 
direction. Assuming the worst case scenario, the accuracy deteriorated by the value provided in the 
figure. 
The calculation of MTIE includes subtracting, therefore a constant change or removal of the skew's 
mean value does not affect the final results. 

Figure 8. Change of accuracy. 
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Figure 9. Maximum Time Interval Errors (MTIE) for the all devices (local/loopback SPECs and Slave 
Switch) in each test.
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Figure 10.   Histograms of skew distributions for all the devices (local/loopback SPECs and Slave 
Switch) in each test.
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Table 4 includes a numerical representation of the results presented in Figures 9 and 10. In particular, 
the values of standard deviation (sdev) of skew distribution presented in the histograms of Figure 9 and 
the values of MTIE (Figure 10) for the entire observation window (the maximum tau).

Local SPEC Looback SPEC Slave Switch

sdev
[ps]

MTIE(taumax)
[ps]

sdev
[ps]

MTIE(taumax)
[ps]

sdev
[ps]

MTIE(taumax)
[ps]

TEST1 17 203 19 184 15 129

TEST2 16 217 35 275 23 184

TEST3 55 342 36 289 18 173

TEST4 27 248 71 442 82 470

TEST5 66 403 33 322 55 288

TEST6 60 403 36 374 50 318

Table 4. Summary of results from all tests (worst results in red)

The most important for interpretation of the results of each test are the following numbers: 
• sdev – standard deviation which is interpreted as the precision
• MTIE(taumax)  –  Maximum Time Interval  Error  for  the maximum measurement  time widow 

which presents the maximum peak-to-peak jitter of synchronization. 
In other words, 64.2 % of the time, the WR-timebase of a device under tests (with reference to the 
grandmaster time) shows the time : accuracy +/-sdev . In the worst case, the spread of time showed by 
the device under test is within the MTIE(taumax) around the accuracy value. See Figure 11.

Figure 11. Sdev and MTIE interpretation.
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 4 Conclusions and observations
Analysis of the measurement data (both, presented in chapter 3 and in Appendix 1) lead to the the 
following conclusions/observations:
• The degradation of the synchronization performance over a considerable range of temperatures is 

reasonably small and does not prevent the system from providing a sub-nanosecond synchronization 
accuracy and precision in the order tens of picoseconds. 

• The instantaneous jitter does not depend on temperature change.
• The  change  of  temperature  of  WR device  (node/switch),  in  particular  tx/rx  elements,  causes  a 

“virtual” change of fiber length which is compensated (unnecessarily) by the WR PTP protocol (see 
Appendix 1, TESTs 3 and 4). This is because the values of the fixed delays (introduced by tx/rx 
elements) are assumed to be constant. This assumption holds for small temperature variation but 
introduces additional inaccuracy of synchronization over huge temperature changes, especially for 
short fibers. 

• It seems that the temperature variation of the device with uplink port and that with downlink port has 
different effect on the synchronization performance on a given link – more tests needed.

• The shorter the fiber, the greater the effect of the device temperature change on the synchronization 
performance. 

• The clearly linear dependency between the variation of the temperature and that of the hardware 
delays can be easily compensated e.g. by providing a model of delays changes and applying their 
different values based on the temperature measurement from the SPEC's (or switch's) thermometer. 
Table 5 compares measured performance results (black) with the estimated/predicted results (grey 
and blue) of  a system which would be able to fully compensate for the temperature-related variation 
of fixed delays (such a system does not exists yet). The estimation was done using trend removal.  
The removed trend matches skew wander with temperature change. Data in gray is included only for 
the completeness of the table. Grey data presents trend-removed parameters of the elements which 
were not exposed directly to the temperature variation (e.g. in Test 2 only fibers were in the chamber, 
switches/SPECs were not exposed to temperature variation therefore temperature-compensation of 
fixed delays variation makes no sense). Data in blue indicates system performance parameter of the 
elements which were exposed to temperature variation (most cases), therefore compensation of fixed 
delays  temperature-related  variation  should  improve  their  performance.  However,  the  extend  of 
improvements depends on the system setup. 

Local SPEC Looback SPEC Slave Switch

sdev
[ps]

MTIE(taumax)
[ps]

sdev
[ps]

MTIE(taumax)
[ps]

sdev
[ps]

MTIE(taumax)
[ps]

TEST1 17 203 19 184 15 129

TEST2 16 | 17 217 | 213 35 | 24 275 | 238 23 | 17 184 | 158

TEST3 55 | 18 342 | 247 36 | 28 289 | 261 18 | 17  173 | 168

TEST4 27 | 24 248 | 223 71 | 28 442 | 266 82 | 29 470 | 261

TEST5 66 | 18 403 | 255 33 | 27 322 | 311 55 | 20 288 | 184 

TEST6 60 | 18 403 | 225 36 | 25 374 | 310 50 | 20 318 | 208

Table 5. Summary of results from all tests. Included in blue (where possible to estimate) are estimated 
results of tests with fixed delays temperature compensation. 
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7. Suggestions for further tests

• Documentation of types and serial numbers of the elements used
• SFPs allow only for 10km, 0~70°C, details in [3],  don't use longer fibers
• Clean the fibers and SFPs before inserting (use special materials)
• Prepare, consult and review the report and the measurement plan/schedule before the tests 

(obvious, right … ? )
• Measure the light output and fiber attenuation
• Include more elements:

◦ at least 3 layers of switches
◦ node connected to each layer
◦ external clock reference

• Log temperature and parameters from the switches as well as nodes
• Use two climatic chambers (one for stable, one for variable temperature) or at least measure the 

ambient temperature of the laboratory (theoretically stable)
• Add test:  fiber attenuation vs. skew
• Repeat tests for different elements with different roles (swap grandmaster switch with slave 

switch as well as loopback SPEC with local SPEC)
• Consider extending temperature range (be careful with SFPs)
• Make the cycles longer with lower temperature gradient
• Swap downstream and upstream SFPs (blue/violet) or in some other way verify whether the 

temperature  variation  of  uplink  vs.  downlink  has  different  effect  on  synchronization 
performance

• Measure the delays introduced by the cables soldered to SPEC's phase-compensated clock
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Appendix 1
Detailed description results of the tests

For each test, the same set of basic graphs is depicted and sometimes additional graphs are included to 
clarify things. 

Figure Tx.1:  presents the measurement setup indicating which elements of the  system under tests 
where located inside the climatic chamber (gray area).

Figures Tx.2-4: include the temperature plot on the top. It presents four monitored temperatures: 
• dashed back line – the temperature which was programed – this temperature should be set by 

the climatic chamber
• black line – the actual temperature in the chamber which was measured with a thermometer
• blue line – temperature measured by the Local  SPEC card which reflects the temperature of the 

SPEC
• red line – temperature measured by the Loopback  SPEC card which reflects the temperature of 

the SPEC

Figure Tx.2: presents data reflecting performance and parameters of the Local SPEC:
• First graph  –  temperatures
• Second graph – presents skew measured between the Master Switch and the local SPEC using 

oscilloscope. The mean value of the skew is removed . The removed value is provided in the 
figures but it should not be interpreted as the accuracy.
◦ green line – raw data (trend of the skew logged by the oscilloscope)
◦ red line  – data after applying 12 points smoothing (by averaging ) algorithm

• Third graph – depicts cable round trip time. The mean value of the cable round trip time is 
removed from the data. The removed value is provided in the figure.
◦ green line – raw data of the round trip time obtained by logging the output of the vuart
◦ red line – data after applying 12 points smoothing (by averaging) algorithm

Figure Tx.3: presents data reflecting performance and parameters of the Loopback SPEC:
• First graph  –  temperatures
• Second graph – presents skew measured between the Master Switch and the loopback SPEC 

using oscilloscope. The mean value of the skew is removed . The removed value is provided in 
the figures but it should not be interpreted as the accuracy.
◦ green line – raw data (trend of the skew logged by the oscilloscope)
◦ red line  – data after applying 12 points smoothing (by averaging ) algorithm

• Third graph – depicts cable round trip time. The mean value of the cable round trip time is 
removed from the data. The removed value is provided in the figure.
◦ green line – raw data of the round trip time obtained by logging the output of the vuart
◦ red line – data after applying 12 points smoothing (by averaging) algorithm
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Figure Tx.4: presents data reflecting performance and parameters of the Slave Switch:
• First graph – temperatures
• Second graph – presents skew measured between the Master Switch and the  slave Switch 

using oscilloscope. The mean value of the skew is removed . The removed value is provided in 
the figures and it can be interpreted as the accuracy of the synchronization between the 
two switches.
◦ green line – raw data (trend of the skew logged by the oscilloscope)
◦ red line  – data after applying 12 points smoothing (by averaging ) algorithm

Figure Tx.5:  presents MTIEs and histograms for all devices (local/loopback SPECs and Slave Switch)
• First graph – presents Maximum Time Interval Errors (MTIE) calculated for different time 

windows (tau). Maximum Time Interval Error (MTIE) is calculated from the skew values (with 
mean,  for  each  SPEC  and  the  Slave  switch)  over  octave  windows  of  Ntau =  2k

 samples 
(k=1,2,3,...,21) and a window of the entire set of  samples. 
◦ blue solid line – MTIE for local SPECs of SUT
◦ blue dashed line – MTIE for local SPECs of reference system
◦ red solid line – MTIE for loopback SPECs of SUT
◦ red dashed line – MTIE for loopback SPECs of reference system
◦ green solid line – MTIE slave switch of SUT
◦ green dashed line – MTIE slave switch of reference system

• Second graph – presents 3 histograms of skew distributions:
◦ blue histogram – local SPEC skew distribution for SUT (black for reference system)
◦ red histogram – loopback SPEC skew distribution for SUT (black for reference system)
◦ green histogram -  slave switch skew distribution for SUT (black for reference system)

Figure Tx.5 is different for TEST 1 and the other tests. The results of TEST 1 are taken as a reference 
to compare with all other test results. Therefore, in Figure Tx.5 for all the tests but TEST 1, the results 
of a given test and TEST 1 are shown. While, for TEST 1, only the results of TEST 1 are shown. 
The mean value of the skew calculated for TEST 1  is removed from the values of the skew presented 
in  the  histograms of  Figure  Tx.5.  This  enables  to  see  the  changes  of  the  accuracy  (mean value) 
between the reference system (with constant temperature) and  the system under test,  as explained in 
chapter 3 (Results from all the tests).

Remark: the gray numbers next to test names (T1,T2,....) are just my references to the original data and 
preliminarily process information I have, please ignore it.
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TEST 1 (prof_1) - T6

1. Aim:
• Establish reference system performance 

parameters 
• All the other results will be compared with the 

reference parameter
2. Components location:

• Master Switch -  inside chamber
• Slave Switch   -  inside chamber
• Local SPEC    -  inside chamber
• Loopback SPEC – inside chamber
• 11 km fiber – inside chamber
• 5 km fiber – inside chamber
• short fiber - inside

3. System setup
• Master SW to Slave SW via 11km fiber
• Master SW to local SPEC via short fiber
• Slave SW to loopback SPEC via 5 km fiber

4. Temperature program
• stable 20 degrees
• duration: 30min

5. Test time: 9:42 am – 10:12 am
6. System Setup

Figure T1.1. Measurement setup
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7. Results

Figure T1.2. Local SPEC measured parameters
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Figure T1.3. Loopback SPEC measured parameters 
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Figure T1.4. Slave Switch measured parameters
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Figure T1.5. MTIE  and histograms for slave switch and local/loopback SPECs
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8. Results Summary

Standard Deviation [ps] MTIE for max window [ps]

Slave Switch 15 129

Local SPEC 17 203

Loopback SPEC 19 184
Table T1.1 Results summary

9. Observations and conclusions:
• The temperature of  SPECs is ~20-25 degrees Celsius greater than the ambient temperature
• There is a constant difference of SPECs' temperature of ~  3.2 degrees Celsius (this applies to all 

further tests)
• The drift of the cable round trip observed on Loopback SPEC is due to the small temperature 

change in the chamber. A ~80ps change of the cable round trip (2x5km) translates into ~0.2 
degrees Celsius (fiber delay changes 50ps per 1km per 1 degree).  A comparable temperature 
change was logged by the thermometer in the chamber (the enlarged temperature figure on the 
below Loopback SPEC results)

• The standard deviation is comparable for all three devices (Slave switch and two SPECs)
• A set of  two WR devices and a long roll of fiber is a pretty good (and expensive) thermometer

Figure T1.6. Change of temperature
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Test 2 (prof_2) -T7

1. Aim(s): 
• test influence of varying temperature of the 

fiber on the performance of synchronization
2. Components location:

• Master Switch -  outside chamber
• Slave Switch   -  outside chamber
• Local SPEC    -  outside chamber
• Loopback SPEC – outside chamber
• 11 km fiber – inside chamber
• 5 km fiber – inside chamber
• short fiber – inside chamber

3. System setup
• Master SW to local SPEC via short fiber
• Master SW to Slave SW  via 11km fiber
• Slave SW to loopback SPEC via 5 km 

fiber
4. Temperature program

• 20 – 50 – 0 – 20 
• step: 2 degrees per 2 minutes
• 10 min stop at 50,0,20 degrees
• duration: 130min

5. Test time: 10:55 am – 12:55 am
6. System Setup

Figure T2.1. Measurement setup
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7. Results

Figure T2.2. Local SPEC measured parameters
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Figure T2.3. Loopback SPEC measured parameters 
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Figure T1.4. Slave Switch measured parameters

Figure T2.5. MTIE  and histograms for slave switch and local/loopback SPECs
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8. Result Summary

Standard Deviation [ps] MTIE for max window [ps]

Slave Switch 23 184

Local SPEC 16 217

Loopback SPEC 35 275
Table T2.1 Results summary

9. Observations and conclusions
• The plots of cable round trip time show nice tracking of fiber's temperature changes.
• The trends of the skews of Loopback SPEC and Slave Switch show a very small correlation 

(change)  with  temperature  which  is  reflected  in  MTIE  increase  for  the  two  devices.  The 
increase of MTIE of the Local SPEC is considerably smaller. This might be due to the fact that 
the gradient of round trip delay change (due to temperature change) is smaller on shorter fibers 
so the temperature change on shorter fiber are better tracked then on longer (quite reasonable).
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Test 3 (profil_2) - T8

1. Aim(s):
• test influence of varying temperature of the SPEC cards 

(nodes) on performance of synchronization
2. Components location:

• Master Switch -  outside chamber
• Slave Switch   -  outside chamber
• Local SPEC    -  inside chamber
• Loopback SPEC – inside chamber
• 11 km fiber – outside chamber
• 10 km fiber – outside chamber
• short fiber – outside chamber

3. System setup
• Master SW to local SPEC via 11km fiber
• Master SW to loopback SPEC via 10 km fiber

4. Temperature program
• 20 – 50 – 0 – 20 
• step: 2 degrees per 2 minutes when going up
• step  2 degrees per 3 minutes when going down
• 12min stop at 50,0,20 degrees
• duration: 145min

5. Test time: 13:29-15:58
6. System Setup

Figure T3.1. Measurement setup
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7. Results

Figure T3.2. Local SPEC measured parameters
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Figure T3.3. Loopback SPEC measured parameters 
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Figure T3.4. Slave Switch measured parameters

Figure T3.5. MTIE  and histograms for slave switch and local/loopback SPECs
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8. Results summary
Standard Deviation [ps] MTIE for max window [ps]

Slave Switch 18 173

Local SPEC 55 342

Loopback SPEC 36 289
Table T3.1 Results summary

9. Observations and conclusions
• The plots of Local SPEC's skew and cable round trip time indicate that:

◦ The  variation  of  the  temperature  of  the  SPEC's  hardware  (in  particular  tx/rx  elements) 
causes fluctuation of SPEC's timebase (accuracy deterioration)

◦ The fluctuation of SPEC's timebase is directly and linearly related to the temperature change
◦ The fluctuation of tx/rx elements' temperature causes “virtual” change of fiber's temperature 

(the fixed delays are subtracted from the measured round trip to obtain cable round trip)
• The  shorter  the  fiber,  the  greater  is  the  influence  of  SPEC's  temperature  change  on 

synchronization performance 
• The plot of Loopback SPEC's skew (as well as MTIE and sdev) clearly show that the influence 

of SPEC's temperature variation on the synchronization performance is smaller for longer fibers 
(remember  that  between  the  Loopback  SPEC  and  grandmaster  there  is  a  switch,  still  the 
performance of the Loopback SPEC is better)

• The plot of the cable round trip of the Loopback SPEC shows (again) temperature change of the 
fiber (5km) placed in the laboratory conditions. The change of the cable round trip time due to 
“virtual”  cable  change  (induced  by  SPEC's  temperature  change)  is  much  smaller  then  the 
change due to real (though smaller) temperature variation. Unfortunately, no measurement of 
ambient laboratory temperature was performed. From the change of the cable round trip, the 
temperature gradient can be estimated to ~4 degrees Celsius
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Test 4 (prof_2) - T3

1. Aim(s): 
• test influence of varying temperature of switches on performance of synchronization

2. Component location:
• Master Switch -  inside chamber
• Slave Switch   -  inside chamber
• Local SPEC    -  outside chamber
• Loopback SPEC – outside chamber
• 11 km fiber – outside chamber
• 5 km fiber – outside chamber
• short fiber – outside chamber 

3. System setup
• Master SW to Slave SW via 11km fiber
• Master SW to local SPEC via short fiber
• Slave SW to loopback SPEC via 5 km fiber

4. Temperature program
• 20 – 50 – 0 – 20 
• step: 2 degrees per 4 minutes
• 12 min stop at 50,0,20 degrees
• duration: 240min

5. Test Time: 18:42-22:42
6. System Setup

Figure T4.1. Measurement setup
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7. Results

Figure T4.2. Local SPEC measured parameters
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Figure T4.3. Loopback SPEC measured parameters 
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Figure T4.4. Slave Switch measured parameters

Figure T4.5. MTIE  and histograms for slave switch and local/loopback SPECs
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8. Results summary:

Standard Deviation [ps] MTIE for max window [ps]

Slave Switch 82 470

Local SPEC 27 248

Loopback SPEC 71 442
Table T4.1 Results summary

9. Observations and conclusions:
• The influence of temperature change of the grandmaster switch on synchronization performance 

(skew) of the Local SPEC is slightly smaller then the temperature change of the Local SPEC 
itself (compare with TEST3) 

• A similar (to TEST 3) effect of “virtual” cable length change can be observed on the plots of 
Local SPEC skew and cable round trip. 

• Estimated temperature change of the laboratory ambient temperature, which can be seen by the 
change of round trip delay of the Loopback SPEC, is 1.6 degrees Celsius

• Histograms and MTIE graphs clearly show the difference of the performance between 
◦ Loopback SPEC, Slave switch and
◦ Local SPEC

• The Loopback SPEC is twice affected by the varying temperature (grandmaster switch and 
slave switch temperature change) but the measured parameters are better then that of the slave 
switch – I cannot provide explanation for this interesting observation

• It is worth noticing that the change of temperature of grandmaster switch causes very small 
deterioration of Local SPEC's synchronization performance

• This test (when compared with TEST 3) might indicate that performance of synchronization on 
a  link  might  be  affected  differently  by  the  change  of  temperature  of  “uplink”  device  and 
“downlink” device
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Test 5 (prof_2) - T5

1. Aim(s): 
• why not ? (satisfy my curiosity)

2. Components location:
• Master Switch -  inside chamber
• Slave Switch   -  inside chamber
• Local SPEC    -  inside chamber
• Loopback SPEC – inside chamber
• 11 km fiber – inside chamber
• 5 km fiber – inside chamber
• short fiber - inside

3. System setup
• Master SW to Slave SW via 11km fiber
• Master SW to local SPEC via short fiber
• Slave SW to loopback SPEC via 5 km fiber

4. Temperature program
• 20 – 50 – 0 – 20 
• step: 2 degrees per 4 minutes
• 12 min stop at 50,0,20 degrees
• duration: 240min

5. Test time: 05:02am- 09:02am
6. System setup

Figure T5.1. Measurement setup
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7. Results

Figure T5.2. Local SPEC measured parameters
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Figure T5.3. Loopback SPEC measured parameters 
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Figure T5.4. Slave Switch measured parameters

Figure T5.5. MTIE  and histograms for slave switch and local/loopback SPECs
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8. Results summary
Standard Deviation [ps] MTIE for max window [ps]

Slave Switch 55 288

Local SPEC 66 403

Loopback SPEC 33 322

Table T5.1 Results summary

9. Observations and conclusions
• All the effects seen in the previous tests can be recognized:

◦ tracking of fiber “real” temperature change
◦ tracking of fiber “virtual” temperature change
◦ a greater effect of temperature change of the device (local SPEC) connected via shorter fiber 

on the synchronization performance.
• The overall performance of the entire system subject to changing temperature is comparable 

with the performance of a system with some elements subject to temperature variation. 
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Test 6 (prof_2+prof_1) – T5+T6 

1. Aim(s): 
• Show how the system stabilizes after temperature 

changes 
2. Components location:

• Master Switch -  inside chamber
• Slave Switch   -  inside chamber
• Local SPEC    -  inside chamber
• Loopback SPEC – inside chamber
• 11 km fiber – inside chamber
• 5 km fiber – inside chamber
• short fiber - inside

3. System setup
• Master SW to Slave SW via 11km fiber
• Master SW to local SPEC via short fiber
• Slave SW to loopback SPEC via 5 km fiber

4. Temperature program
• 20 – 50 – 0 – 20 
• step: 2 degrees per 4 minutes
• 12 min stop at 50,0 degrees
• 90 min at 20 degrees at the end 
• duration: 318 min

5. Test time: 05:02am- 10:20am
6. System Setup

Figure T6.1. Measurement setup
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7. Results

Figure T6.2. Local SPEC measured parameters
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Figure T6.3. Loopback SPEC measured parameters 
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Figure T6.4. Slave Switch measured parameters

Figure T6.5. MTIE  and histograms for slave switch and local/loopback SPECs
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8. Results summary
Standard Deviation [ps] MTIE for max window [ps]

Slave Switch 50 318

Local SPEC 60 403

Loopback SPEC 36 374

Table T6.1 Results summary

9. Observations and conclusions
• Tests 5 and Test 1 were performed in a single go (the same configuration) only changing the 

chamber settings (prof_2 to prof_1). So the data was collected without stopping. Actually the 
data  analyzed in  Test  1 is  the one taken after  the system stabilized – 30 minutes after  the 
chamber temperature reached 20 degrees Celsius

• It can be nicely seen how the system stabilizes after the temperature stabilizes
• The  peak  of  SPEC's  temperatures  (minutes  230-250)  might  be  cause  by  the  fact  that 

temperature  control  (stabilization)  in  the  climatic  chamber  was  disabled  (temporarily)  after 
finishing  varying  profile  cycle  (profile_2)  and  before  setting  constant  temperature  cycle 
(profile_1)
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